dain us, merely tecatts'S as' yet there are only fifty thousand of us anc( we
are not quite in a position to do the things the Communist Party in Russia
can do?
Or can it be that even after learning that a first-hand knowledge of
Soviet Russia is quite different from what the capitalist press supplies us
with, you are still content to get your information about the American
Communist Party at second hand from that same press? If the statement in
the Capital Times was not an error, we hope that you will find time to
make an accusation more explicit and that the fairness you have shown in
your description of Russia will prompt you to give us a chance to answer.
We feel convinced that only a lack of direct acquaintance with American
communists — coupled perhaps with the all too common mistake of con-
fusing some campus bohemians with Communists — can be responsible for
your statement.
The Faculty Branch of the Communist Party, University of Wisconsin.
REPLY TO THE FACULTY COMMUNISTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN:
university communists: I have read your open letter. First, let
me assure you that I have not said Communists in America were Racket-
eers. That was a slip between the Press and the lip — over the telephone.
To say that would be as untrue as foolish. I did say, Trotskyites and campus
intelligentsia in mind? that the Communists in our country seemed to me,
now that Racketeers were in among them as they are among the labour
unions, the worst enemies of Russia.
I confess that I do not know what your 'communism' is. I do not believe
it is like that, but I am inclined now to see any ist or ism as alien and shun
the ites.
I have lived to see the organic architecture I put my life into exploited
in the name of an ism — made istic by the 'ites'. I refer to 'international-
ism7, now the 'modernistic'. So perhaps I am too ready to believe that
whatever communism may once have been, it too has been exploited by
'campus sharp-wits', the lazy irreverent sharp-wits who flourish on ists
and isms. Inevitable ites that curse truth by living on it instead of living
for it. Theirs is the kiss of Caiaphas. For that reason, what does the term
Republican mean now, or Socialist, or Democrat? Yes, or Communist?
Any ideal or movement is more vulnerable from beneath and from within
than it is from the outside or from above. Communism in the United
States is a conspicuous example. Or that term Progressive? Already just
about as ambiguous. Let's drop the corrupted and corrupting labels and
be specific!
'Social Justice' sounds better to me than any ism, but that too is only
label. I could march under a banner that stood squarely upon that idea
if made definite.
The United States might unite under the banner of some unequivocal
idea, and win any honest social objective.
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